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Abstract

Strong ionization of the gas medium has significant effects in the process of medium-order harmonic generation. The
combined effect of neutral atom depletion and defocusing of the pump beam due to the intensity-dependent density of
free electrons, significantly modifies the conversion characteristics and efficiency. For moderate harmonic orders, the
yield is optimized for well-defined values of the pump laser intensity that do not depend on the order or on the focusing
geometry, but only on the ionization potential of the gas. In particular focusing conditions, the ionization-induced
defocusing can effectively guide the pump beam along channels of optimum intensity, thus enhancing the overall
conversion efficiency. We demonstrate that a very simple model is able to reproduce all our experimental results in a
surprisingly good way.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-order harmonics have now become a well-established
source of pulsed coherent radiation in the short-wavelength
region of the electromagnetic spectrum~for a recent review,
see Salièreset al., 1999!. By the interaction of a short and
intense visible laser pulse with the atoms of a supersonic jet,
odd-order harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency are
generated and, depending on the pulse characteristics and
on the ionization potential of the atoms, very high orders can
be efficiently generated at wavelengths down to the XUV or
to the soft X-ray regions.

The now commonly available 100-fs, high-repetition rate,
millijoule-level, Ti:Sa amplified laser systems are a partic-
ularly well-suited source for the generation of medium-
order harmonics. Such relatively low orders are the most
interesting for the extension of high-resolution spectro-
scopic studies of atoms, molecules, and ions to the short-
wavelength regime~Bellini et al., 2001!. To increase the
laser peak intensity available in the focus~to improve the
harmonic yield! and to decrease it on the monochromator-
grating ~not to damage it!, relatively high numerical aper-

tures are normally used in these situations, with confocal
parameters of the laser beam comparable to the length of the
gas jet. Heavy~and easy to ionize! noble gases are often
chosen as the generating medium in this wavelength range
thanks to their higher conversion efficiency. In such cases, a
strong medium ionization is always present and, though
ionized electrons are indeed necessary for harmonic gener-
ation to take place, their massive presence can pose serious
limits to the possibility of extending the generation process
toward higher yields and shorter wavelengths by increasing
the interaction intensity.

In this article, we study in a detailed way the effects of
strongly ionized, heavy noble gases~argon and xenon! on
the generation efficiency of medium-order harmonics. We
show that only “geometrical” effects of medium ionization
seem to play a significant role in these situations, determin-
ing the conditions for best harmonic conversion. An ex-
tremely simple model is introduced that seems to fully explain
the observed behavior.

2. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup~Bellini et al., 2001b! is sketched in
Figure 1 and is composed of a vacuum chamber equipped
with an electromagnetic valve for the interaction between
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the laser pulses and the gas jet, and a vacuum monochroma-
tor for the spectral selection of the different harmonic orders
produced. The Ti:Sa amplified laser system provides 0.7-
mJ, 100-fs pulses centered around 800 nm and with a 1-kHz
repetition rate. Xenon and argon have been used for the
experiments at a constant backing pressure of about 1.5 bar.
Harmonics have been observed downstream of the exit slit
of the monochromator by means of a phosphor screen and a
photomultiplier. A photodiode, receiving a small fraction of
the pump laser light, has been used to monitor the laser pulse
energy.

Two lenses, of 150 and 200 mm focal lengths, have been
used to focus the laser pulses inside the interaction chamber.
The distance between the laser focus and the gas jet has been
varied by moving the lenses along the propagation direc-
tion, defined asz, by means of a translation stage. By defin-
ing the positionz5 0 as the location of the gas jet, positive
values ofzmean that the laser is focused beyond the jet and
that the beam interacts with the atoms while converging
towards the waist. On the other hand, negative values ofz
mean that the waist is before the jet and that the beam is
diverging when it encounters the atoms.

3. DEPLETION EFFECTS

When the intensity of the laser reaches the so-called satura-
tion intensityIs, a significant fraction of the neutral atoms in
the medium has been depleted and the generation process
essentially stops. The neutral atom densityN~t ! can be found
to decrease in a laser pulse with time profileI ~t ! as

N~t ! 5 N0e
2E

2`

t

W~I ~t ' !! dt ', ~1!

whereW~~I ~t !! is the ionization rate of the atoms. The sat-
uration intensityIs can then be defined for a given gas as the
minimum laser peak intensity for which the neutrals have
been completely depleted at the end of the pulse. The satu-
ration intensities for an 800-nm, 100-fs FWHM, Gaussian
pulse in xenon and argon result, respectively,Is~Xe!51.53
1014 W0cm2, and Is~Ar! 5 3.5 3 1014 W0cm2. Figure 2
shows the neutral density profile in xenon for different val-
ues of the peak intensity of a 100-fs laser pulse.

A saturation in the conversion efficiency can be observed
experimentally in Figure 3, where a logarithmic plot of the
harmonic yield as a function of the laser intensity is shown
for the 13th harmonic in Xe. The curve has a clear exponen-
tial behavior with two different growing rates separated by a
net knee where the curve drastically changes slope. Very
similar behaviors have been observed for several harmonics
in the plateau with both xenon and argon. The intensities at
which the curves change slope are always in good agree-
ment with those found above for the saturation intensities of
the two gases.

If we assume that harmonic emission is only limited by
the medium length and that the gas pressure in the jet is
constant, then the final number of harmonic photons scales
linearly with the transverse sectionS~z! ~recall thatz is the
relative distance between the gas jet and the laser focus! and
quadratically with the lengthL of interaction with the gas
jet. It can thus be modeled as

Nh~z, P! @ f ~I ~z, P!!S~z!L2, ~2!

whereI ~z, P! is the pulse peak intensity at positionzand for
an average laser powerP, and the functionf ~I ~z, P!! is
defined as

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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f ~I ~z, P!! 5 5
I ~z, P! p if I ~z, P! , Is

Is
p

Is
s I ~z, P!s if I ~z, P! $ Is,

~3!

in order to model the experimental behavior found above
~see Fig. 3!. The parameterp is the exponent in the non-
saturated regime, whiles is the exponent for the situation
where saturation is present.

If the average laser powerP is kept constant, the first two
factors in Eq.~2! depend on the beam waist size at position
z: for large values of6z6 ~i.e., far from the focus! the waist is
large and the laser intensity is lower than the saturation
intensity. In these conditions, it is convenient to decrease
6z6, as the effect of a smaller interaction volume is overcom-
pensated by the rapid exponential growth of the harmonic
yield with increasing laser intensity. However, when6z6 is

Fig. 2. Normalized neutral atom density for various values of the laser peak intensity of a 100-fs pulse in xenon. Also shown is the
normalized intensity profile of the pulse.

Fig. 3. Yield of the 13th harmonic in xenon as a function of the pump laser intensity. Two regions with very different slopes are evident.
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so small that the laser intensity reaches saturation, the har-
monic yield almost stops growing with the pump intensity
and the main contribution now comes from the decreasing
interacting volume: Going toward the focus only has the
result of diminishing the number of atoms available for
harmonic generation.

The overall dependence ofNh~z, P! on z at a constant
value ofP shows a symmetric double peak centered around
z5 6zs~P!, wherezs~P! is the position along the propaga-
tion axis where the pulse reaches the saturation intensity
~see Fig. 4!. Using a Gaussian beam with a peak intensity of
I0 and a waistw0 in the focus, these points are easily found as

zs~P! 5
pw0

2

l ! I0~P!

Is

2 1. ~4!

Of course, when the pulse energy is so low that, even at the
focus,I0 is lower than the saturation intensity, then the above
equation has no real solution and the curve shows a single
central peak atz50. So, as expected, for low pulse energies,
the best conversion efficiency is obtained by placing the
laser focus directly below the gas jet.

The same qualitative behavior can be found for a wide
range of exponentsp ands: The locations of maxima keep
following the contour lines corresponding toI ~z, P! 5 Is as
long asp . 2 ands , 2.

Figure 5 presents an experimental 3D plot which is rep-
resentative of the general behavior of the overall harmonic
yield as a function of the relative focus–jet position and of
the laser average power: a single peak atz5 0 for low pump
power, and a bifurcation into two peaks~almost symmetric

aroundz 5 0 but with quite different heights! for higher
incoming powers. The positions of the most intense right
peak, located atz. 0 ~when the laser focuses beyond the gas
jet!, are also reported in Figure 6 superposed to the experi-
mental contour plots of the peak laser intensity for various
combinations of harmonic orders, focusing lenses, and atomic

Fig. 4. Calculated harmonic yields as a function of the positionz for various values of the laser peak intensity, above and belowIs.

Fig. 5. Three dimensional plot of the measured 13th harmonic yield as a
function of the average laser power and of the relative focus–jet distance.
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media. In all cases, the peaks are located atz 5 0 for low
powers, and then, after some initial deviations, follow al-
most exactly contour lines of constant intensity when the
power is increased. These intensities do not show a signifi-
cant dependence on the harmonic order, but they clearly
depend on the gas used for the generation and are the same
with different focusing lenses. The limit intensities found
for argon and xenon are 2.83 1014 and 1.63 1014 W0cm2,

respectively. The previous explanation based on the deple-
tion effects due to ionization accounts for the observed
behavior.

Structures with multiple maxima of the harmonic conver-
sion efficiency as a function ofz have been predicted and
observed by several authors in a range of different experi-
mental conditions and have been often interpreted as effects
related to the phase-matching between the pump and the
harmonic field~see, e.g., L’Huillier & Balcou, 1993; Balcou
& L’Huillier, 1993; Lewensteinet al., 1995; Bouhalet al.,
1998!. Such factors, closely related to the phase shift in-
duced by focusing, to the atomic dipole phase, and to the
phase mismatch induced by plasma dispersion, are strongly
dependent on the harmonic order and start to limit the con-
version efficiency only for sufficiently high harmonics.

The fact that in our experimental conditions only the
ionization potential of the gas determines the optimum in-
tensity for harmonic generation, independently from the
order, seems to imply that phase-matching does not limit
harmonic conversion in this case.

4. DEFOCUSING EFFECTS

The strong asymmetry in the heights of the left and right
peaks shown in Figure 5 is probably connected to the de-
focusing induced by free electrons on the fundamental laser
field. Due to the strong spatial dependence of the intensity
profile of the pulses, a spatial phase modulation is imparted
on the laser. This, in turn, results in self-defocusing of the
beam that can substantially modify the propagation through
the ionized sample~Rankinet al., 1991; Monotet al., 1992!
and affect the conversion efficiency by limiting the laser
intensity achievable in the ionizing medium to a value much
lower thanI0.

The effect of laser beam defocusing on harmonic gener-
ation has already been pointed out by Rae~1993!, Raeet al.
~1994!, and Altucciet al. ~1996!, and it has been analyzed
in some more detail by Sakai and Miyazaki~1994! and
Miyazaki and Takada~1995!. Here we concentrate on the
same geometrical effects of ionization, but we give some
general relationships that may allow us to relate all the
observed structures to the experimental parameters in a sim-
ple way.

We can start by expressing the phase shift suffered on axis
by the laser beam after it passes through a lengthL of ion-
ized medium as

Dfe 5 2
pL

l

Ne

Nc

, ~5!

whereNe is the electron density andNc is the critical density
given by

Nc 5
m«0v2

e2 . ~6!

Fig. 6. Positions of the measured peaks in the harmonic conversion effi-
ciency. In the three figures the circular and triangular data points are
relative to the 13th and to the 5th harmonics, respectively.
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This means that the phase of the central ray of the beam is
advancing with respect to the phase of off-axis points~where
we may consider the electron density negligible!. The beam
acquires a positive wavefront curvature and will tend to
diverge. This phase shift~or wavefront curvature! has to be
compared to that intrinsic to a focused Gaussian beamDfG5
z0zR ~wherezR5 pv0

20l is the Rayleigh range of the beam!
and the two contributions have to be summed together to
give the overall behavior of the beam. The total on-axis
phase for each~z, P! point in the relative focus–jet position
and pulse-peak-power space is then given by

Df~z, P! 5
z

zR

2
pL

l

Ne~z, P!

Nc

. ~7!

With these simple assumptions, we can immediately ex-
plain the asymmetry between the left and right peaks in
Figure 5. Whenz. 0, the two terms in Eq.~7! have opposite
signs and tend to compensate each other, while forz , 0
they add their contributions to a large negative on-axis phase.
In other words, when we place the ionized medium in the
converging part of the focused beam, it acts as a divergent
lens that tends to collimate it and to maintain the interaction
intensity at the optimum value throughout the gas sample.
If, on the other hand, the gas jet is placed downstream of the
focus, it further increases the divergence of the beam, caus-
ing a drop in the intensity and effectively limiting the length
of interaction with the gas~see Fig. 7!.

We can assume that placing the ionized medium at a
position z along the propagation direction of the unper-
turbed Gaussian beam transforms it into another Gaussian
beam with different parameters~Bellini et al., 2001a!. In
particular we can find the new beam divergence at the exit of
the ionized gas medium as

unew~z, P! 5 2
lDf~z, P!

pw~z!
. ~8!

And we can define the effective interaction length with the
medium as that over which the relative intensity variations
are less thanh:

Leff ~z, P! 5
hw~z!

26unew~z, P!6
. ~9!

Of courseLeff~z, P! cannot exceed the length of the medium
itself and must be upper-limited toL. We can now combine
Eqs.~9! and~2! to find the total harmonic yield as a function
of zandP in the presence of ionization-induced defocusing:

Nh~z, P! @ f ~I ~z, P!!S~z!L2S Leff ~z, P!

Leff ~z,0! D2

. ~10!

The last term is a scaling factor that we introduce to keep the
defocusing effects into account.

In Figure 8, we show the measured and calculated 13th
harmonic yield in argon as a function ofzat fixed laser input
power. The two calculated peaks can now well reproduce
the experimental asymmetry, and the positions, shapes, and
relative intensities of the two maxima are fairly well matched.

The effect of the strong defocusing of the beam due to the
presence of free electrons is also evident in other peculiar
behaviors, such as the strongly nonmonotonous dependence
of the harmonic yield on the pump laser intensity inz5 0, or
the deviations of the points of maximum efficiency from the
laser isointensity lines at low pulse energy~see Fig. 9!.

It should be emphasized that the calculated curves in
Figures 8 and 9 are not best fits to the data, but have been
directly obtained from Eq.~10! using only the experimen-
tally available parameters. The only remaining arbitrariness
is in the parameterh used in the definition of the effective
interaction length, but we have found that a single value of
h ' 20% is able to reproduce well all the measured data,
regardless of the different experimental situations.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the effects of strong ionization-induced defocusing in the two situations of a! “jet before the focus” and b! “jet
after the focus”. In the first case the laser is re-collimated and keeps the optimal interaction intensity for longer distances, while in the
second case the beam divergence is further increased and strongly limits the interaction length.
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Fig. 8. Experimental and calculated profiles of harmonic yield in argon as a function of the focus-jet relative position at a fixed laser
pulse energy. The defocusing induced by free electrons improves the conversion efficiency when the gas jet is located before the laser
focus~z . 0! and strongly suppresses it forz , 0.

Fig. 9. Calculated positions of the harmonic-yield peaks for xenon and for a 200-mm focusing lens: the situation is the same of the
middle plot of Fig. 6. The inset shows the measured and calculated yield of the 13th harmonic in xenon when the laser focus is placed
directly below the gas nozzle.
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Of course, the agreement between measured and calcu-
lated data is not perfect, but, keeping in mind the crude
assumptions used and the intrinsic discontinuities present in
our model, it is surprising to find that it is possible to repro-
duce the experimental results so well.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that the process of medium-
order harmonic generation in strongly ionized media can be
well understood and its properties can be accurately pre-
dicted on the basis of a simple model. For the intensities and
the harmonic orders considered here, the only important
contribution to the harmonic yield arises from the combined
effect of neutral medium depletion and defocusing of the
pump laser beam.

By changing both the laser pulse energy and the relative
position between the gas jet and the laser focus, we find that
the positions of maximum efficiency follow contour lines of
constant intensity and that this is closely related to the sat-
uration intensity of the gas. By noting that the observed
features do not depend on the harmonic order but only on the
ionization potential of the gas, we also find that, in these
experimental conditions, the main contribution to the con-
version efficiency dependence on the focus-jet position is
not given by phase-matching effects but by the depletion of
the neutral medium.

The observed asymmetries in the efficiency plots are ex-
plained as the result of defocusing of the pump beam due to
the presence of free electrons. While in most cases this can
reduce the overall efficiency, we find that in some condi-
tions it can actually enhance it by forming channels of al-
most constant optimum intensity. Also in this case, we are
able to reproduce in a good qualitative way all the experi-
mental results by means of our simple model. Other peculiar
features, such as the strongly nonmonotonous dependence
of the harmonic yield on the pump laser intensity under
particular experimental conditions, can be clearly explained
and are well reproduced by our simulations.

We believe that these experimental results and the simple
model introduced to explain them will be of use for the effi-
cient production of medium-order harmonics with the sys-
tems now widely available in laboratories around the world.
Such laser systems of moderate peak intensity and not-too-
short pulse duration are nevertheless very good for the gen-
eration of these harmonic orders and are the best candidates

for most of the foreseen applications of this new source of
coherent radiation.
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